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INTRODUCTION &  MOTIVATION
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Looking forward to seeing new CT-PPS results
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“The - Resonance  that Stole Christmas 2015”

ATLAS &CMS seminar on 15 Dec. 2015

The ATLAS announcement of a 3.6  local excess in diphotons with  invariant mass ~750 GeV
in first batch of LHC Run –II data, combined with CMS  announcing  2.6  local excess.
EW Moriond, 17.03.2016

Theoretical community –frenzy of model building: >150 papers within a month.
Unprecedented explosion in the number of exploratory papers.
(More than  400 papers currently)

If  it were not a statistical fluctuation, 
a natural minimal interpretation:
scalar/pseudoscalar resonance coupling dominantly to  photons.

As an outcome -great improvement in our understanding of photon PDF and
development of the effective tools for analysing potential diphoton resonances.

750

GeV
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Modelling Exclusive Photon-Photon 

collisions
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(SuperChic 2   HKR-1508.02718)

C.F. von Weizsacker, 1934

E.J. Williams , 1934

E. Fermi, 1925
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In fact, the situation is more 
complicated due to the effects 
caused by the polarization structure 
of the  production amplitude.





Durham Group-KMR
Tel-Aviv Group- GLM
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+ absorptive/rescattering effects- survival factor KMR-2001

‘Large’ Pomeron size in the
production of  the small     

size   objects.
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First fully differential implementation of soft survival factor – SuperChic 2 MC

event generator- HKR, ArHiv:1508.02718

Process dependence
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Process

p

p

CD
Near beam 

Detectors

photon-proton/nucleus collider @ LHC

Extensive Program
  , ee QED processes
  QCD (jets..)
  WW anomalous couplings
  squark, top… pairs
  Charginos (natural SUSY)
 New BSM objects

…and p

 collisions- applications

Installed (AFP) 
Installed  (CT-PPS)

projects

 New LHC data on lepton pairs, WW

…and A

1/2
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HKR,arXiv:1508.02718

Awaiting for the  CT-PPS results
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KMR-2004
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Inclusive Production-the Photon PDF
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worrisome range

NOT SO LONG AGO
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The LUX  photon PDF determination



(also A. Szczurek et al, 2015) 

LUX Photon PDF determination relies on high precision DIS data 
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HKR arXiv:1601.03772

Photon-initiated processes with rapidity gaps
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(satisfies veto)

(RG veto in DGLAP equation)
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Suppression due to LRG veto.

phenomenological objects only-factorization
explicitly violated by rescatteringl effects
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Also a good agreement with ATLAS 8 TeV result:
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Luminometry Revisited (15 years back)
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2000

Thanks to Per Grafstrom
for illuminating discussions. 

Important distinction: luminosity calibration vs
luminosity determination
(accounts for lumi transfer)

Currently: ATLAS 1.2% in LC and 1.9% in overall LD

Maybe it is time to resurrect the dilepton CEP monitor ?

(P. Grafstrom & W. Kozanecki,  Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 81 (2015) 97-148)
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CT-PPS,  soon to come 
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Strong interaction between colliding protons
(rescattering corrections).

Even in the fully exclusive case: 





Notorious survival factor.

Usually, for photon-photon central production                            .

However, in the case of                                                 absorption effects could be very 
small.

In particular, for  low                                     absorpt. correction  2 < 0.3%.    
Could be additionally suppressed by the lepton acoplanarity cuts.

(large impact parameters )

with C~0.1, KMOR, Eur.Phys.J.C19:313 (2001).

Polarization Structure of the diphoton amplitude!
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SuperChic-2 (HKR arXiv:1508.02718 )

Peripheral two-photon interaction and vanishing  of the           amplitudes for
massless   leptons 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1508.02718
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arXiv:hep-ex/0610052

Muon case- statistically limited (pt>6 GeV, trigger  efficiency)

Electrons-detectable to much lower pt ~0.5 GeV

No practical proposal has been put forward by any LHC 
experiments ( P.Grafstrom & W. Kozanecki, 2015) 
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CONCLUSION

A formalism is developed allowing to describe photon-induced events
with LRG in terms of modified photon PDF with consistent implementation 
of the soft  survival effects.
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Exclusive QED lepton pair production has a potential for precise luminosity
calibration but no practical proposal has been put forward by any LHC 
experiment.
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